
SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION 
(Recognized Executives’ Association) 
KARNATAKA CIRCLE, BANGALORE. 

 
  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
No. SNEA/Corrs /23-24/                                               Dated: 6th April 2023 

 
To, 
The General Secretary. 
SNEA CHQ, 
New Delhi. 
 
Sub: Inter and Intra Circle Transfer proposal for Executives of Karnataka - reg. 
Ref: No BSNL CO-PETS/11(11)1/1/2023 – PERS 1 dated 17-02-2023 

                    
Respected Sir, 

It is bring to your kind notice that BSNL management is under the process of Issuing both Inter 
and Intra Circle transfers to Executives on long stay basis. Already the long stay list for Inter as well as 
Intra Cicle Transfer has been published and all our Executives are in panic condition. 

 
At the same time BSNL Management has Issued notice for the 3rd membership verification for 

Executives assosiations. Usually there will be ban on any transfer during membership verification as code 
of conduct starts once the notice for membership verification is issued.  

 
It is to be noted that last year 2022 membership verification was announced for the non 

Executives in BSNL on 07.07.2022 with following schedule, 
 
1. Last date for Submission of Application : 05.08.2022 
2. Release of Eligible Unions      : 12.08.2022 
3. Last date for withdrawal of Applicaion   : 22.08.2022 
4. Release of list of final eligible unions      : 26.08.2022 

 
BSNL CO issued guidelines on 13.07.2022 to keep the normal / Rotationa;l Transferfor non 

Executives issued till that date (13.07.2022) which are not implemented till 27.07.2022may be kept in 
abeyance till further order or completion of 9th membersip verification process. 

 
In the same way this year notice for 3rd membership verification for Executive is issued on  

      14.03.2023 with following schedule, 
 
1. Last date for Submission of Application : 10.04.2023 
2. Release of Eligible Unions            : 17.04.2023 
3. Last date for withdrawal of Applicaion   : 28.04.2023 
4. Release of list of final eligible unions      : 02.05.2023 
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S P Jagadale  
Circle Secretary, 
AGM MS Bangalore, 
O/o GM Mobiles, CGMT Office Bangalore 
Mobile. 9449854799 
E-Mail:-   spjagadale.bsnl@gmail.com 
 

 
 

 

 

. 



The questtion arrises here that why BSNL CO is not issuing a similar letter stating that normal 
/ Rotational Transfers 2023 may be kept in abeyance till further order or completion of 3rd Executives’ 
membersip verification process as it was done for Non Execuives. 

 
 This is great injustice being done on Executives and pushing them in hardship by 

implementing both Inter and Intra Circle Transfers though all the Executives worked hard and 
supported BSNL especially during COVID time and when BSNL was having financial crunch, these 
Executives have supported by spending their personal money and saw that none of our service 
was affected. 

 
One more heartburning issues is that , It is found that in the published long stay list on 17.02.2023 many 
Executives names who have also completed either equal or more than the long stay of those executives 
whose name not appeared in the published long stay list on 17.02.2023. This is a clear Discrepancy and 
injustice to those who are listed in long stay list. 
 
BSNL CO without correcting the said discrepancies called options to exercise this is injustice and not 
transparent way of doing transfer. 
 
Hence it is humble request to  proper scrutiny of stay of all executives and long stay may kindly be 
published for all the executives who have completed 18 years and above as per transfer policy so that 
transparency can be maintained and it will bring confidence among the executives. 
 
There are several circles not highlighting the missing executives’ names in the long stay to BSNL CO 
which is not ethical. 
 
It is humble request to your kind self to get re published the long stay list with corrections of the said 
discrepancies and revised list with all executives of more than 18 years stay in particular circle including 
all non recruiting circles before issuing the long stay transfer order and justice may kindly be ensured. 
 
Kindly ensure that the whole transfer process is kept on abyeance till completion of our 3rd 
Execuitives Membership Verification please. 
 
Once again it is humble request for ensuring the real justice to our esteemed and loyal members of SNEA 
please sir 

 
 

Thanking you.                                                                                           Yours faithfully 

  
                   S P Jagadale 
                         CS SNEA Karnataka 
 

 

Encl : 1. Notice issued for 9th MV for non Executives. 

          2. Guidelines issued by BSNL CO to keep the transfer under abeyance till completion of 9th MV for non     

   Executives. 

          3. Notice issued for 3rd MV for Executives. 

 

          


	S P Jagadale
	Circle Secretary,


